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Fight against corruption

Fight against organized crime

Freedom of expression

Public administration reform

Judiciary

Political Criteria

Pilot areas

Political criteria - Progress

Regional average 2015: 0.7; Regional average 2016: 0.7

Political criteria - Preparedness

Regional average preparedness 2015: 2.0; Regional average preparedness 2016: 2.05

Fight against corruption - Progress

Regional average 2015: 0.833; Regional average 2016: 0.833

Fight against corruption - Preparedness

Regional average 2015: 1.1; Regional average 2016: 1.916

Fight against organized crime - Progress

Regional average 2015: 0.833; Regional average 2016: 1

Fight against organized crime - Preparedness

Regional average 2015: 1.833; Regional average 2016: 1.833

Macedonia 2015
Macedonia 2016
Albania 2015
Albania 2016
BiH 2015
BiH 2016
Kosovo 2015
Kosovo 2016

Montenegro 2015
Montenegro 2016
Serbia 2015
Serbia 2016

Political criteria - pilot areas

Public administration reform - progress

Regional average 2015: 1.333; Regional average 2016: 1

Public administration reform - Preparedness

Regional average 2015: 2.5; Regional average 2016: 2.5

Judiciary progress

Regional average 2015: 0.6; Regional average 2016: 0.6

Judiciary - Preparedness

Regional average 2015: 1.83; Regional average 2016: 2

1 (Progress: Backsliding); -1 (-1); No progress 0; Some progress 1; Good progress 2; Very good progress 3.
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Economic criteria across WB

- Existence of a functioning market economy
- Capacity to cope with competitive pressures and market forces

Economic criteria - Progress
Regional average 2015: 0.916; Regional average 2016: 0.916

Economic criteria - Preparedness
Regional average 2015: 2.333; Regional average 2016: 2.333

Acquis/European Standards across WB countries

Acquis - Progress
Regional average 2015: 0.9755; Regional average 2016: 1.011

Best score (good progress) common for at least two countries in:
- Chapter 11
- Chapter 14
- Chapter 25
- Chapter 26
- Chapter 29

Less progress across all countries in:
- Chapter 5
- Chapter 8

Best score (good level of preparation) common for three countries:
- Chapter 6
- Chapter 7
- Chapter 29

Grades have deteriorated across three countries in:
- Chapter 9

Acquis - Preparedness
Regional average 2015: 2.100; Regional average 2016: 2.247

Best score (good level of preparation) common for two countries in:
- Chapter 25
- Chapter 26
- Chapter 29

Competition policy
Albania, Serbia and Montenegro

Acquis - Progress
Regional average 2015: 1.225; Regional average 2016: 1.253

Grades have deteriorated across three countries in:
- Chapter 9

Acquis - Preparedness
Regional average 2015: 1.225; Regional average 2016: 1.253

Best score (good level of preparation) common for three countries:
- Chapter 7
- Chapter 26
- Chapter 29

Competition policy
Albania, Serbia and Montenegro

Grades have deteriorated across three countries in:
- Chapter 9

Future security and defence policy
Albania and Montenegro

Public procurement
Albania and Montenegro

Grades have deteriorated across three countries in:
- Chapter 9

Finance
BENCHER
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